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QUESTION 1

A client has a requirement to customize the user registration use case. They want their shoppers to specify their Special
Occasion date {e.g. anniversary date) and Special Occasion description as a part of the user registration process. The
developer has already updated the UserRegistrationAddForm.jsp and created a custom MemberFacadeClient. 

Which two other components need to be modified and extended? 

A. Component-services-system-template.xml 

B. Struts-config-member-services.xml 

C. Component-services-user-template.xml 

D. PersonSOIBODMapping.xmlf 

E. UserRegistrationAddCmdlmpI 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When setting up a build a process using IBM WebSphere Commerce Build and Deploy, an application developer needs
to store sensitive information, such as email server usernames and passwords. Which of the following is the most
appropriate location to place these properties? 

A. WCBD_installdir//wcbd/wcbd-encode-properties 

B. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.properties 

C. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.private.properties 

D. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build-secure.properties 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization wants to allow the same users to log onto multiple sessions in IBM WebSphere Commerce V7 Feature
Pack 7. 

Which of the following statements is true? 

A. When the multiple logon support feature is enabled, the user is allowed to logon to multiple browsers and checkout in
independent sessions without affecting the current session in another browser. 

B. When the multiple logon support feature is enabled, the same authenticated user can use the site from multiple
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browsers or locations, thus enabling session sharing. 

C. When the multiple logon support feature is enabled, the user\\'s current session is terminated and the request to re-
authenticate a user is made if that same user logs in from a different browser or location. 

D. This cannot be supported and userwill get following errorwhen another session is initiated: "Your logon ID may have
been used in another location. Sign in again to continue." 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An application developer recently installed Fix Pack 8 to their Fix Pack 5 IBM WebSphere Commerce Developer toolkit.
When the developer was in the process of executing the updateDB steps, they experienced a power outage on their
workstation several minutes after the scripts had been successfully running. 

After rebooting their system, the developer continued their upgrade where they left off on the updateDB steps, but the
script failed immediately after it was started. The following errors were observed in the logs: 
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Upon researching the -612 error code, the following information is provided: 

"A non-unique name was specified where a unique name is required. Column names must be uniquewithin an index, a
table, or a view, and in the UPDATE OF clause of a trigger definition." 

What is the most likely cause of this issue, and how should it be rectified? 

A. The -612 error code indicates that configureDatabaseFixpack.xml contains duplicate database commitment
statements for the GEONODE table. The developer will need to restore configureDatabaseFixpack.xml before they can
continue with the updateDB script. 

B. The -612 error code indicates that configureDatabaseFixpack.xml contains duplicate corrupt entries. The developer
will need to re-run the Fix Pack upgrade before they can re-run the updateDB script. 

C. The -612 error code indicates that the database changes have been committed via configureDatabaseFixpack.xml to
a duplicate GEONODE table. The developer will need to delete the duplicate table and re-run the updateDB script. 

D. The -612 error code indicates that the database change which updateDB is trying to perform has already been
successfully completed previously. The developer will need to restore the database and re-run the updateDB script. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization uses IBM WebSphere Commerce with an external order management system for the order fulfillment
process. 

Which table in IBM WebSphere Commerce is used exclusively for fulfillment purposes? 

A. IITEM 

B. CATENTRY 

C. BASEITEM 

D. ITEMFFMCTR 

Correct Answer: C 
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